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The earliest tank was designed in the fifteenth century. Since then, tanks have developed into
huge, powerful weapons. Get an up-close view of mighty tanks and artillery as you learn about a
World War II gun that moved on railroad tracks, how explosive artillery shells work, and what's
inside an armored tank! From ancient trebuchets and battering rams to digital technology on
modern artillery, find out how tanks and artillery have changed throughout military history, and
experience life on the battlefield.
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D. Fowler, “This dynamic look inside tanks will wow readers, young and old .... Tanks as we know
them today are very “complex battle machines,” high-tech weapons that can “punch holes in
enemy defensive formations.” Similarly artillery has also advanced and our big guns can deliver
“an explosive shell with great accuracy” over long distances. Obviously weapons are nothing
new, but we’ve come a long way from simple mechanically launched weapons to modern-day
monsters. Some of the ancient weapons you can take a look at in this book are the arrow
launcher, mounted crossbow, siege tower, suspended battering ram, sliding battery ram,
trebuchet, ballista, and the onagar among others (lots of ‘em!).Fast forward past the ancient
weapons, including those Chinese fire arrows, and check out the massive Rodman. During the
Civil War (1861-1865), this gun “had a very large bore and could fire a 0.33 ton (0.3 metric ton)
projectile more than 4 miles (7 km).” It was most certainly an awe-inspiring gun, but if you
compare and contrast the capability of the Rodman to the Challenger 2 ... well, let’s just say the
Rodman looks like a toy in comparison!A whirlwind tour through this book is an awesome way to
check out tanks and heavy artillery. Did you know that Leonardo da Vinci sketched “an armored
vehicle armed with small guns” around 1485? He did and it’s some cool, but he never actually
built it. The M1 Abrams, on the other hand, was. In fact, “more than 10,000 of these tanks have
been built.” If you’re into tanks and artillery, the M1 Abrams is one you’ll certainly be checking
out.This look inside tanks and heavy artillery will wow readers, young and old. It’s a great look at
the history and evolution of the tanks and other weaponry. It doesn’t just stop with a few
historical facts, but rather gives some very detailed information about each tanks and artillery,
details that can be compared. For example, we learn about the length, width, barrel length, bore
diameter, range, and weight of the Soviet Union’s Dora. The layout pops with both full color and
black and white photographs, diagrams, cutaway view of and early tank as well as the M1
Abrams, and statistical charts.In the back of the book is a Timeline 12th century to 1980) with
interesting historical facts and a few photographs. There’s also an index, a glossary, and a Fact
File with additional info on some tanks. This is a high interest book for several different reading
levels, including the reluctant reader. This is one in the series, “Inside Military Machines,” that
will definitely get young military machine buffs asking for more!Age Range: 8 to 12 yearsGrade
Level: 4 to 5INSIDE MILITARY MACHINES:
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The book by Andrew Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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